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“Live with no excuses, Travel with no regrets”

In today’s hustle-bustle and chaos filled world, travelling takes a back seat for
people who are often chained to their careers. Most often we come across people
who tend to have a mindset and falsely believe that people who travel have money
and consider it a privilege. Discussions with people for whom travel is a passion,
a Hobby or as a part of their profession, reveals that they are the happiest bunch

Travelling; One
Discovery that
leads to million
other discoveries

of people. Backpackers are often known to unravel the mysteries of life. The perks
of travelling often grows to be a long chain.
Travelling is an evidence of a person’s intellect. People who travel frequently, are
known to be the most intellectual ones. Travelling has helped them expand their
knowledge horizon. New destinations give them plethora of opportunities to
introspect and research on many new topics to gain an insight about anything and
everything ranging from that particular place’s culture, tradition, heritage, people
and the place in its entirety.

It is on their paths of adventure and trekking that they often tend to unleash their
heartiest interests of life. It is their passion for travelling that makes them discover
their passion for diverse and vivid hobbies like photography, reading and writing.
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Most of the travelers who have shared their experiences often opine that it is travelling that has
enabled them to socially connect well with people. Even an introvert who undertakes travelling
subsequently in life has metamorphized into an extrovert. He has had a remarkable
transformation in his personality leading to making friends and building new contacts within a
short span of time.
It is quite interesting to notice that avid travellers are the ones who are great at having
conversations. With not only the ability in making friends within a couple of minutes, they can
engage us in the best of conversations. Ranging from one’s life to the world in its entirety, they
can never get out of a topic to discuss about. It leaves the listener awe-struck and inspires them
to unveil the pleasure of travelling.
Dealing with missed flights, wrong turns, delays, traffic jams, bad street foods and much more
makes the travelers more adaptable in life. They are better at adapting and getting adjusted to
a new environment within a short timeframe. Once they have travelled to many places and
faced every hardship possible, they tend to brave all odds that come their way with ease in life.
They are more flexible and can get accustomed to any change in plans thereof without having
any frustrations. They have an unmatchable confidence quotient and their confidence is derived
only and only from their multiple experiences and encounters with new people on their journey
trails.
Frequent travelers are not keen on the materialistic aspects of life. On return from travel, being
a minimalist, they are content with whatever little they have or get. They take life on a much
lighter note. They are comfortable at accepting mistakes and shouldering responsibilities as
travel teaches them that it all works in the end and there is no need to stress or fret about
anything. They strongly believe that leaving one’s comfort zone is the best way to taste the
values of life.
Travelling simply teaches one what happiness is all about. A happy person eventually becomes
more relaxed, more confident and looks at the brighter side of life. The more they travel, the
more they get better in looking at world and people in it, pushing their boundaries, venturing
to new pastures and trying out new things thereby making them more open minded, outgoing
and an awesome person.
It is up to us to take time out of our busy schedules and travel and explore the beauty of the
world. After all, travel is the best education anyone could have. In the words of Robert Frost
“The woods are lovely, dark and deep, But I have promises to keep, And miles to go before I
sleep, And miles to go before I sleep.”

